Wait List for our Northwoods Dog Sled Adventure
sorry, but this adventure is now filled. We
immediately if we have a trip opening. Thank you!

1. Your name: __________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________
City/State:_________________________________________________________
Cell Phone: ________________________________________________________
E-mail: ____________________________________________________________
Roomie*: ___________________________________________________________
(*You can room solo, request a roomie or w

friendly

solo traveler.)

2. Which fun option do you prefer? (The trip costs
below vary by the dog sled option you prefer)

___ Standard trip: driving your own dogsled team 10 miles. Cost is
$1,485.
___ R
only. For this 10-mile ride, deduct $110
from the standard rate, for a cost of $1,375.
___ Ride once with a guide for 10 miles and drive your own dogsled
team once for 10 miles. Add $110 to the standard rate for a cost
of $1,595.
___ Drive your own team 10 miles in the morning and 10 miles in the afternoon. Add $210 to the standard
rate for a cost of $1,695.
___ For a private room at the Quality Inn, add $260 to the cost of the above option you select.

To provide mushers more personal attention,
limits the number of riders & drivers each day, so most options are available on a firstcome basis. Also, note that
Kennel schedules their guides, races, sleds, and dogs according to our sign-up. Respecting this schedule, we
cannot change your ride request or issue ride refunds within 45 days of our event. And, as in all physical activities, there the possibility of fatigue or
injury that day, for which we also cannot issue refunds. Thank you for understanding!

3. Mail this form to Trailbound Trips,
533 S. Summit St., Barrington, IL 60010 or scan
and email it to TrailboundTrips@gmail.com.
Questions? Feel free to contact Carol Ruhter
at TrailboundTrips@gmail.com

Happy Trails!
Ruhter

Trailbound Founder & Guide
Twenty years from now, you
will be more disappointed by the
things you
ones you
Explore. Dream.
~Mark Twain
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Discover a tribe of other wild women who love wild, wonderful winter!

